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A 12-year walk from darkness to light
Twelve years and six days ago I sat across from two friendly, nervous, fragile second-floor residents of the Drop-Inn 
Center in Over-the-Rhine.

Donald Whitehead and Jimmy Heath were six months into a recovery program for addiction. They had agreed to be 
interviewed for a column on how the home-heavy, family-heavy holidays felt to people who had neither.

I asked dramatic questions about what it felt like to be homeless. They gave humble responses about, after years of 
addiction, the shock of still finding themselves alive. "When your life is built on struggles and pain and obstacles, you 
learn to deal with little things like homelessness," Jimmy said.

They were old young men, strong weak men, both flawed and noble. They bravely laid out the most painful details of 
their lives so that someone else might choose to not walk in their footsteps. I was touched by their courage and 
humanity.

They had slept under bridges, eaten out of trash bins. They had lost cars, houses, businesses, friends, cash and 
wives to their addictions. Donald, voted Most Likely to Succeed at Hughes High School, had at one point come to 
think so little of himself that he wished he could be put to sleep like a dog at the vet's. "If they would have offered it, I 
would have signed the papers," he said, and I could see he meant what he said.

But other words flashed in my mind as I listened to them: Wisdom. Integrity. Promise. Goodness.

By the time they walked me to the door and then a few blocks down the street, I knew that if they had been lottery 
numbers, I would have bought their ticket.

I ended that column with the words, "So here are two names to know. Two fine men, Donald Whitehead and Jimmy 
Heath. You will hear from them again in this column, on their way to sobriety, health and perhaps even to a home."

As I walked back to the office, I remember praying something like, Please don't waste that potential. But God was
way ahead of me.

The word miracle is today thrown about rather sloppily, applied to long-shot sports victories and new whitening 
products for teeth. But I don't have a better word for what happened to Donald and Jimmy.

A year after I interviewed them, tentative and jumpy, Donald had become an outreach coordinator for the Greater 
Cincinnati Coalition for the Homeless. "He has a paycheck, a driver's license and an apartment," I reported.

The next year, Jimmy was working at the Drop-Inn Center, in the office where his friend and mentor, housing 
advocate Buddy Gray, was shot. Within a few years, Donald was director of the local homeless coalition, lobbying at 
City Hall, testifying in Columbus. Jimmy had become an amazing photographer, holding exhibits on homelessness at
Xavier University, then in Washington, New York and Germany, and developing a children's photography program at
Peaslee Neighborhood Center.

As more years went by, Donald joined the board of directors of the National Coalition for the Homeless, then in 2001 
was named its executive director - the youngest chief administrator in its history and first former homeless person.

Jimmy became the award-winning editor of Street Vibes, a newspaper by and about homeless people.

I met them at a time when the flame of their lives was down to a flickering ember. I watched it catch fire again, then 
spread light to those lost in loneliness and darkness.

Today Donald is working for Goodwill, helping find permanent housing for people leaving shelters. Jimmy is still 
editor of Street Vibes and bravely fighting liver disease.

Two fine men who wasted not an ounce of their potential.

I am inexpressibly grateful to have stood in the circle of their light.

Krista Ramsey is an Enquirer editorial writer. E-mail: kramsey@enquirer.com.
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